Argentina exports of uranium oxide ("yellow cake") to Israel have been given public airing as a consequence of a Congressional request for information directed to the Executive Branch by Peronist (Union Popular) Deputy Carlos A. COTTONARO of Cordobas.

According to IA RAIZON of August 18, Cottonaro's request for information is prefaced by the flat statement that, "In fulfillment of Decree 530/62, the National Atomic Energy Commission has exported uranium to Israel". Asserting the importance of uranium in the modern world, Cottonaro declares that it is "indispensable" that the Executive Branch provide detailed information on these exports. Continuing, Cottonaro asks the following questions:

"How much uranium 306 ("yellow cake") actually has been exported?

Has Argentina already received payment for these exports through the Banque Pour Comerce Suisse Israelien in Geneva?

Has Argentina sold uranium to any other country? If so, in what quantities and at what price?

What is the present system of exploitation of uranium in the country and where are the mines located?

Does not the Executive Branch consider that exporting such a valuable mineral impairs national reserves?

What machinery and equipment have been acquired with the proceeds of these uranium exports?"
Neither the Guido Government, which negotiated the sale of uranium to Israel, nor the Illia Government, which honored this commitment, have ever made this transaction public, for fear that announcement of the sale would create problems in Argentina's burgeoning relations with the Arab states.

The Embassy, which does not have positive information on the volume of Argentine exports of uranium, will watch with interest for the reaction of the Executive Branch to Deputy Cottonaro's inquiry, as well as for any local, diplomatic or political repercussions it may produce.
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